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FPO has a philosophy about how the government
should make and enforce decisions and laws. It can
be summed up briefly as a commitment to reality,
reason, self, and consent. By “reality”, we mean that
government decisions should be founded only upon
facts and claims that are supported, ultimately, by
physical evidence. By “reason”, we mean that government decision making should be strictly logical,
and should ignore claims, conclusions, or decisions
founded upon intuition, majority whim, faith, uncertainty, or other non-rational means. By “self”, we
mean that government must respect your rational
pursuit of your own happiness, and must not make
you your neighbour’s keeper. And, by “consent”, we
mean that government must make and enforce laws
that prevent anyone from taking your life, liberty, or
property without your consent.
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If you support FPO’s objectives or philosophy,
FPO is for you!
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To learn more about FPO and what it has proposed and advocated, visit FPO’s large and
continually growing Freedom Archive, where
you will find TV appearances, radio broadcasts,
news coverage, past election platforms and so
much more over the period 1980 to present:
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